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INTRODUCING THE RESEARCH PROJECT
Fieldwork conducted in the inner city of Pretoria between February 2010 and June 2010
Street trading and transnational migrations:
• Not all street traders are migrants and vice versa, but important intersections which are
little explored.
• A crosscutting perspective + a sensitive issue.

How do migrants relate to their street trading activity? How do they perceive it and
act upon it?

Anthropological approach
qualitative + micro + people-centred

• Participant observation
• Informal discussions
• Gathering life stories

MAPPING THE FIELD I

MAPPING THE FIELD II

INFORMANTS’ PROFILES

• Gender: 4 women; 18 men
• Age: all between approx 20 and 40.
• Varying levels of education
• Varying activities back home:
studying (4); own account workers (9);
employees (4); no activity (3);
unknown (2).
• Varying family situations

A LAND OF OPPORTUNITIES?

• The role of social networks and media in migrants’

decision to come to South Africa.

• Intertwined motivations :
• improving one’s livelihoods;
• political motivations;
• personal reasons;
• for the sake of the experience.

• Initial projects and intentions were vague in the
majority of cases: « looking for money »

ENTERING STREET TRADING
• An experienced or perceived lack of alternatives.
• An activity which migrants can enter easily:
• Little initial financial capital required
• Social capital and the learning process.
• An activity which allows migrants to make a living in
a foreign land and to support relatives.

• Goods sold and services provided
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Soft goods (15)
Fruits/veggies (5)
Cosmetics (2)
Public phone (9)
Clothing items (2)
Salon or barber shop (2)
Shoe repairing and clothes mending (3)
DVDs (4)
Grocery (1)
Miscelleanous (2)

The story of D. (DRC)

CHALLENGES AND UNCERTAINTIES
Buying and storing supplies or materials
• Buying stock is often costly in terms of time and money
• Costs associated with storing goods

Ensuring a sufficient end profit
• Clients vary depending on days/seasons
• Products or services provided allow for low profit margins

Obtaining a trading license
•
•
•
•
•

12 street traders without licenses.
Long and costly procedures
Unwillingess to deliver licenses for the inner city
Lack of information and perceived discriminations
Police controls and confiscations

Operating in public spaces
• Enhanced feeling of vulnerability to xenophobia
• Broader concerns for own safety

OVERCOMING CHALLENGES
Uncertainties related to the buying
and storing of supplies

Uncertainties related to the end
profit

Obtaining the help of partners (2), employees
(5) or informal helpers
Comparing products’ prices, quality and
quantity
Anticipating on customers’ needs and demands
Developing personalised relations with
customers

Operating in public spaces
Businesses as social landmarks

Lack of trading licenses

Building networks for subletting

PERCEIVING STREET TRADING WITHIN BROADER TRAJECTORIES I
Towards bigger scale retail activities
• Individuals with a broader commercial project
• A stepping stone towards other retail activities
• Those street traders tend to use multiple
strategies simultaneously in order to expand their
business.

Story of D. (Uganda)

Between various activities and
opportunities
• Street trading filling a gap in-between other
activities
• Those street traders are less likely to invest in
their current businesses.
Story of M. (DRC)

PERCEIVING STREET TRADING WITHIN BROADER TRAJECTORIES II

• Street trading coexists with a variety of linkages to home
countries:
• money remittances;
• returns to home countries;
• investing back home;
• having businesses still running back home;
• via social networks around stalls.
• Street trading can take place in broader chains of

migrations, real or imagined.
• Thinking of oneself as « on the move » can contribute to
considering street trading as a temporary activity.

• An activity between here and now, and there and

afterwards.

Story of P. (Cameroon)

PERSPECTIVES
From an activity by default and characterized by uncertainties…
…Towards migrants’ strategies and perceptions of street trading
How can we enhance migrants’ positive contribution to the urban economy while recognising
their relations to street trading?

 Taking different perceptions of street
trading into account in practice?

 Taking the migration question into
account in other fields of practice?
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